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Help to help yourself

• The government has invested heavily in its own reporting of data 
and in many cases the best data you can ask for is available 
openly online.

• Two good sources of information:

• Compare school performance 
• compare-school-performance.service.gov.uk

• Get information about schools
• (get-information-schools.service.gov.uk)

• Ofsted
• Find an Ofsted inspection report - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)

• Ofsted Data View: Data dashboards
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When do we assess pupils?

ASQ3

Ages and Stages

2 years old

Early Years 
Foundation Stage 

Profile
(EYFSP)

Age 4/5
Reception

Phonics

Age 5/6
Year 1

Key Stage 1
Teacher Assessment

Age 6/7
Year 2

Key Stage 2

National Assessment

Age 10/11
Year 6

Key Stage 4

National Assessment

Age 15/16
Year 11

A levels and 
equivalent

National Assessment

Age 17/18
Year 13

2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15 16 17 18

“the wasted years”
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The current data position

• Nationally standardised assessments halted through the pandemic

• National data sets on standards run to 2019 and then stop

• Pupils were tested in schools during the pandemic (because 
testing is an essential and normal part of education

• During the pandemic pupils were given grades by teachers with 
local moderation

• This data is not nationally comparable and therefore is not used 
for accountability

• Nationally standardised tests restarted this year (2022)

• Testing generates vast quantities of data and therefore accurate 
and reliable results to pupil level will not be in the public domain 
until January 2023
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What has happened in Somerset

• We receive Early Years, Key Stage 1 & 2 data directly

• For Key Stage 4 schools need to voluntarily share their data for us 
to access it

• We have so far received and processed data from 22 secondary 
schools and have had promises to share from the remaining 8

• We do not attempt to collect Key Stage 5 data as the majority of 
assessments in Somerset are in colleges and we have to date not 
achieved agreement on data sharing 

• Top level analysis has been undertaken to gauge the overall 
impact – this remains indicative only

• Numbers cannot be put into the public domain at this time 
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Early Indications
Position relative to national compared to 2019

Key Stage 1 Reading/Writing/Maths 

Expected Level
Early Years

Key Stage 2 Reading

Key Stage 1  Reading/Writing/Maths    

Greater Depth Level

Maths Writing

Key Stage 4 Average Score Key Stage 4 4+ English 
and Maths

Key Stage 4 5+ English 
and Maths

Grammar, Punc, Spelling Expected Combined
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Areas of focus

• Writing at Key Stage 2 – analysis suggests that a sharp 
downturn in writing outcomes has mitigated the encouraging 
improvement in reading

• Moderation
• Above average outcomes at Key Stage 1 only – this is the only 

assessment that is teacher assessed
• In primary schools there is an inbuilt incentive not to inflate Key 

Stage 1 outcomes because this suppresses progress scores
• Infant and First schools do not have this incentive

• Disadvantage at every stage
• All the research evidence shows that education standards are driven 

from the bottom up
• This will be a focus for further analysis this term
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Key Stage 2
Where are we comparatively weak?

• Somerset looks to be below national on every single 
measure (M/F, SEND/not SEND, Dis/Not Dis)

• Apart from ‘non-disadvantaged girls reaching greater 
depth in writing’

• Assuming a negative gap, where the gap is greatest:
• Reading Writing Maths Combined - for all

• Maths for Girls and SEND

• Greater depth for Not Disadvantaged and Not SEND

• Expected standard for Disadvantaged
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Background

• The government published a new Schools White Paper entitled 
‘Opportunity for All’ in March 2022

• This set out the intention to:

• See all schools in ‘strong trusts’ by 2030

• Achieve greater clarity about the respective roles for the 
Department for Education, Local Authorities, Ofsted, Multi-
academy trusts and the Schools Adjudicator

• Create ‘Education Investment Areas’ where standards are lower 
(following the end of Opportunity Areas)

• Replace Regional Schools Commissioner offices with Regional 
Teams

• Raise standards in existing trusts
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Education Investment Areas

• 55 Education Investment Areas nationally

• Intended to represent the local areas with the 
lowest educational standards

• ‘Investment’ is probably a misnomer as there 
appears to be very little investment attached

• Somerset was the location of the West 
Somerset Opportunity Areas which attracted 
£5m of investment into that area over five 
years

• West Somerset will now be the SW’s only 
‘Priority Education Investment Area’ – it is yet 
to be seen what this will translate into

• The most significant positive announcement 
has been in relation to investment in high 
speed broadband for rural schools, prioritising 
West Somerset
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DfE plans for full academisation

• We are working very collaboratively with the Department for 
Education and Diocese of Bath and Wells on areas of shared interest

• It is clear there is significant scope to create a more sensible 
distribution of schools and trusts

However we are mindful that

• 2030 is eight years away

• Many members (cross-party) are not enthusiastic about full 
academisation. 

• Since the publication of the White Paper there has been significant 
political turmoil and a general election is rapidly approaching
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Priorities for a reformed 
system

Trust solutions for Somerset that:

• Meet the needs of pupils with SEND 

through Inclusive Education

• Address persistent absence and school 

suspensions/exclusions

• Raise the attainment of 

vulnerable/FSM pupils

• Can be held publicly accountable for 

their performance 

• Develop and share excellent practice in 

these domains across the system
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Priorities for a reformed 
system

1) Open and transparent public 

consultation on plans

2) MATs, SATs, and LA schools on an 

equal footing

3) Building capacity in a low-capacity 

system

4) Meeting the needs of small schools

5) Meeting the needs of specialist 

schools 

6) System leaders who demonstrate their 

commitment to a positive culture

7) Developing joint commissioning and 

accountability
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Big message #1

DfE aims for all schools to be academies by 2030

Big message #2

It will not be good for anyone – schools, communities, 
DfE, Diocese or trusts, if this happens too quickly or in 
an unmanaged way

Big message #3

The trusts of today will not be the trusts of tomorrow. 
This is not a situation where choices will become 
harder over time. Likely they will get easier.
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Patchwork and Somerset Partnership

• We have been talking to schools since November about 
revamping our traded offer (‘the Patchwork’)

• A group of secondary schools has put together a partnership 
with feeder primary schools to collaborate on school 
improvement (‘Somerset Partnership’)

• Neither is a replacement for academisation

• The traded offer is a new traded offer. It is intended to mirror 
how trusts support schools more closely, but an LA cannot be 
a trust.

• The Partnership is similar to existing groups in the county 
known as ‘Community Learning Partnerships’
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Big message #4

The Patchwork is not an alternative to academisation 
and joining a trust.

Big message #5

The Somerset Partnership is not an alternative to 
academisation and joining a trust.

Big message #6

Only joining a trust is joining a trust.
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Local authority MATs

• There has been interest and press coverage on the topic 
of ‘Local authority MATs’

• We have been asked if we intend to pursue this option

• This is not our intention because:
• The changes being proposed do not make an LA MAT any 

different to existing MATs in any material way
• Somerset already has many MATs
• If a new MAT is needed we would step up at the time that 

became apparent, but it is too early to say
• Our LA teams support LA maintained schools but also 

academies. If our staff stepped away to set up a MAT, this 
would potentially destabilise other arrangements.
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Big message #7

We are not planning an ‘LA MAT’ per se. An LA MAT is 
just a MAT that the LA has had a role in setting up.

However, that does not mean that there will be no new 
MATs for LA schools to join over the course of the next 
eight years.

If through our shared plan it becomes evident that there 
is an identified MAT need that no existing MATs can 
fill, we will actively get involved in establishing one.
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